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The EM-J5-E3601 AI was developed for use in the EM-J5 Flying Assistant Robot Series (FARS), it became
available in YE 36.

About the EM-J5-E3601

The J5-E3601 is a fully functional artificial intelligence, which is capable of learning but lacks sufficient
capacity to achieve sapience. By default is has no programmed personality. This is supplied by the EM-J5-
M3600 - Emoticon pack.

Details

Manufacturer: Emrys Industries
Nomenclature: EM-J5-E3601
Type: AI
Class: Electronic
Designer: Tamahagane Corporation R&D

Initial Programming

All EM-J5's equipped with the J5-E3601 have the following capabilities upon activation.

EM-J2 Behavioral Paradigms
Basic motor skills
Language Yamataigo (邪馬台語) or Trade (language), customer option
Basic item interactive knowledge

Program Definitions

This section provides details about the programming.

Basic motor skills

All EM-J5 have complete knowledge of how to move and control their body. They are capable of walking,
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running. They can sit and stand without difficulty. They are capable of picking up and interacting with
objects.

Language

All J5-E3600 have a working knowledge of the language(s) preloaded. They are capable of carrying on a
conversation in the language. Their initial speech form is very formal. However, the base programming
does not include idioms, slang, contractions, and dialects. When confronted with one the AI will ask the
speaker for clarification. With experience the J5-E3600 will learn and integrate their usage.

Basic item interactive knowledge

The J5-E3600 is programmed with a basic knowledge of how to interact with its environment. It pick up
objects without breaking the accidentally. They can easily use manual and electronic doors. They can use
keypads and other mechanisms.
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